PITTSBURG ALUMNI & FRIENDS RECEIVE MORE WHEN THEY “GO AWAY WITH GUS!”

The special “Come and Go with GUS” travel program that has been created in conjunction with Please Go Away™ Vacations to benefit alumni and friends of the University provides unique experiences to exciting destinations that “always include more.”

An example is the upcoming BEST OF THE BRITISH ISLES tour to England, Scotland, Wales “plus” Ireland – April 5-19. In addition to an already inclusive high quality and value-filled itinerary, the following included “special bonuses” have been added for participants:

1. A ride on London’s famous “tube” and afternoon refreshment in a traditional London pub.
2. A complete London experience, featuring an interior tour of the Tower of London where Henry VIII beheaded two of his wives, and where you will also experience an up close viewing of England’s famous “Crown Jewels and Treasury Storehouse.”
3. A traditional English “High Tea.”
4. An Irish cooking lesson followed by a delicious meal and Irish Coffee.
5. An authentic Irish Pub Lunch
6. A tour and sample at the famous Guinness Storehouse.
7. An evening of Scottish entertainment while dining on a banquet prepared from a collection of local Scottish recipes.

To obtain a detailed brochure of this and other exciting travel opportunities email gus@travelpleasegoaway.com or call toll free 1-800-362-9347. You will always be served promptly by a real person – you will never be directed to voice mail or be asked to talk to a machine. Also, when you review the detailed brochure you receive you will also note that there are no hidden or surprise charges. Prices are all inclusive – everything detailed in the brochure, including even roundtrip air transportation and travel protection insurance, are all included in the one indicated price. Reservation books will soon be closing, operation of the departure is “guaranteed” because of the number of reservations already received. Remaining spaces are limited. All questions are welcomed.

Another “Come and Go with Gus” just-completed adventure was LEAVES, LIGHTHOUSES & LOBSTERS – a Maine autumn experience. Pictured while in Maine are Gus and fellow PSU travelers Vivian and Ted McCormick, John Tiszka and Lois Keller.)